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Figure 1: Left: This image shows several buildings generated with split grammars, a modeling tool introduced in this paper. Right: The
terminal shapes of the grammar are rendered as little boxes. A scene of this complexity can be automatically generated within a few seconds.

Abstract
This paper presents a new method for the automatic modeling of
architecture. Building designs are derived using split grammars, a
new type of parametric set grammar based on the concept of shape.
The paper also introduces an attribute matching system and a separate control grammar, which offer the ßexibility required to model
buildings using a large variety of different styles and design ideas.
Through the adaptive nature of the design grammar used, the created building designs can either be generic or adhere closely to a
speciÞed goal, depending on the amount of data available.
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Introduction

This paper addresses the problem of automatic building modeling,
as a tool for urban reconstruction and the design of new construction. The original motivation for our work is an interactive urban
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planning application where urban planners and residents explore
different design choices in the context of a reconstructed environment. For such a system, tools for fast urban reconstruction and
construction of single buildings up to large areas of differing motifs
and styles are needed. However, current tools for detailed urban
construction are quite labor intensive. Besides this urban planning
scenario, we envision other applications like trafÞc and driving simulation, information visualization, military simulation and locationbased entertainment.
The basic philosophy of our work is a modeling approach that
functions effectively both on partial and detailed speciÞcations. Everything is modeled in high visual quality and detail; but as information about an existing or planned space becomes available, the
details of the generated model will shift to be in better agreement
with reality (or the speciÞc design imagined by a planner). If only
little information is speciÞed, the details will be a plausible estimate of what the model might look like with the system picking
and choosing based on what it knows to be true.
The tool we use to achieve this goal is a design-grammar (Figure 1). In the context of design grammars, L-systems have achieved
impressive results, especially in the area of plant modeling [Mÿech
and Prusinkiewicz 1996; Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer 1991;
Prusinkiewicz et al. 1994] and recently in the area of street modeling [Parish and Müller 2001]. Still, L-systems cannot easily be
adapted to the modeling of buildings since they simulate growth
in open spaces. Buildings on the other hand have stricter spatial
constraints and their structure usually does not reßect a growth process. A powerful tool used by architects are shape grammars [Stiny
1975], which can be used to generate different kinds of architecture [Downing and Flemming 1981; Duarte 2002; Flemming 1987;
Koning and Eizenberg 1981; Stiny and Mitchell 1978] and art [Koning and Eizenberg 1981].
A fundamental difference of our approach to previous work is
that we set up a large database of grammar rules and model a variety of designs with the same rule database, rather than creating
an individual grammar for each object to be modeled. Because of
the complexity of such a grammar, there are several possible rules
that can be chosen at each step of the derivation. The most common
solution when designing with grammars is therefore to manually se-

Figure 2: The left building shows how the random application of
rules leads to mildly chaotic results even for small rule databases,
however the chaos even increases as more rules are added as shown
to the right. For an example using the rules from the left building, but with order established through the control grammar and
attribute matching, see Figure 11.
lect suitable rules in the design process. While this is a successful
strategy for some applications, we aim for a completely automatic
derivation in the grammar after some design goals have been speciÞed. As we use a stochastic process to automatically choose rules
for derivation using the grammar, we have to be careful to maintain consistency and to exclude unwanted instances. This problem
will be especially apparent as the size of the rule database increases
(see Figure 2). One way to make sure that only useful instances are
generated is to encode all possible design choices in the grammar
itself. However, this is infeasible due to the combinatorial complexity involved. The way we deal with this problem is to factor
out important design ideas from the grammar, and use a separate
mechanism to distribute them spatially in an orderly manner, allowing different ideas to blend together—this can be observed in
real buildings (Figure 3).
We will address these aforementioned problems and present the
following contributions:
• We introduce a new type of design grammar which we call
“split grammar”. The novelty of split grammars lies in the
restrictions on the type of allowed rules. These restrictions
make split grammars powerful enough for the modeling of
buildings, but simple enough to allow a controlled and automatic derivation of the grammar.
• We introduce a parameter matching system that allows the
user to specify multiple high-level design goals and controls
randomness to guarantee a consistent output.
• We introduce the idea of control grammars, simple context
free grammars which handle the spatial distribution of design
ideas not randomly, but in an orderly way that corresponds to
architectural principles.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. After reviewing relevant previous work, Section 3 provides an overview of our framework. Sections 4 and 5 present the main contributions of the paper,
split grammars and the attribute matching/propagation system respectively. Example building designs created using the framework
can be found in Section 6, a discussion of the concepts introduced
in the paper in Section 7, and our conclusions and plans for future
work in Section 8.
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Related work

A promising avenue for urban reconstruction is the idea to reconstruct models using photographs [Debevec et al. 1996; Dick et al.

Figure 3: Photograph of a building which shows vertical coherence
(balconies and material) and horizontal coherence (window styles).

2001; Jepson et al. 1996; REALVIZ 2002], videos and range scanning [Karner et al. 2001; Ribarsky et al. 2002; Teller 2001]. While
these methods produce excellent models with high accuracy, they
are quite labor intensive and inherently limited to reconstruction
tasks.
Grammars, mainly L-systems, were very successfully applied to the modeling of plants [Mÿech and Prusinkiewicz 1996;
Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer 1991; Prusinkiewicz et al. 1994;
Shlyakhter et al. 2001] and streets [Parish and Müller 2001]. The
general trend in this recent work is to create a simulation part separate from the L-system in order to have a more powerful control
over the application of rules. With regard to the application of Lsystems to buildings, we have to consider that the structure of a
building is fundamentally different from the structure of plants (or
streets)–most importantly, a building is not designed with a growthlike process, but a sequence of partitioning steps.
Therefore, other alternatives seem to be more suitable to model
architecture. The most common approach is the construction and
analysis of architectural design using shape grammars, introduced
by Stiny [1975]. These grammars operate directly on shapes and
have been shown to be useful in the analysis and construction of
many architectural styles [Downing and Flemming 1981; Duarte
2002; Flemming 1987; Koning and Eizenberg 1981; Stiny and
Mitchell 1978]. However, the derivation in such a grammar is usually done manually, or in a computer assisted manner, with a human
deciding on the rules to apply. This makes shape grammars a very
useful tool for some applications, but prevents rapid modeling of
larger areas.
For a categorization of other grammars and grammar-like formalisms in general, see Stiny [1980b]. A good recent overview of
grammars in architecture is given by Mitchell [1990]. In his book,
“The Logic of Architecture”, he explains fundamental concepts like
design algebras and architectural languages. Other notable work
that discusses a formal analysis of space and design is the work
on space syntax [Hillier 1996], imageability [Lynch 1960], Stadtgestalt [Moser et al. 1985], design patterns [Alexander et al. 1977]
and symmetry [Leyton 2001; March and Steadman 1974; Shubnikov and Koptsik 1974; Weyl 1952]. Additionally, Alexander’s
work on the analysis of city structure [Alexander 1965] applies to
many general design problems.
Interestingly enough, automatic modeling techniques are already
available for enhancing existing architectural models, for example
using cellular textures [Legakis et al. 2001] and texture synthesis [Wei and Levoy 2000].
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Figure 4: An illustration of how the attribute-matching system and
the control grammar interact with a split grammar via attributes to
steer the derivation process.
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Overview

This section gives a short overview of the structure of our automatic
building modeling framework and how it interacts with the user.
At the core of the system is a spatial attributed design grammar,
the split grammar. This grammar is used to derive a 3D layout of
a building consisting of simple, attributed shapes. Starting from
an initial shape, the grammar generates the façades of the building,
which are then in turn split into their structural elements, down to
the level of individual design elements like window sills, cornices
etc. The attributes assigned to the shapes in the Þnal design are used
in a postprocess to deÞne the geometry and material associated with
each shape.
The terms rule, grammar symbol and attribute, which will be explained in more detail in sections 4 and 5, can for now be intuitively
understood from the example used later in Figure 8, which shows 6
different rules that can be applied to a shape. The shape itself is associated with a grammar symbol (WIN). Both the grammar symbol
and the individual rules are associated with attributes (simple, blind
etc. in the Þgure), the functions of which will be explained shortly.
As illustrated in Figure 4, the derivation process is controlled
by an interleaved application of a split grammar and an external
control grammar, both of which make use of an attribute matching system in order to select between multiple available rules. The
control grammar is used to calculate and distribute attributes to the
shapes generated with a split grammar. The attribute system builds
on the fact that attributes are not only assigned to shapes, but also
to rules. The attribute matching system can therefore compare the
attributes assigned to a shape with the attributes assigned to the different available rules in order to select the rule with the best match.
One step in the derivation process works as follows:
1. The split grammar searches the rule database for all rules
matching the current shape.
2. The attribute matching system is invoked to select a rule based
on the attributes of the current shape and the candidate rules.
3. Attributes are copied from the current shape to all shapes generated by the selected rule.
4. In addition, a control grammar is invoked in order to distribute
design ideas spatially (e.g., set different attributes for the Þrst
ßoor of a building) in an orderly manner. Derivation in the
control grammar is subject to the same attribute matching system as in the split grammar.

There are several ways in which to inßuence the design of the
buildings generated in our approach: First, the designer can directly
modify the split grammar and the control grammar. This is the
most powerful design tool, and will mostly be used when designing a whole new class of buildings, e.g., following a new building
style. Second, the user can modify the attribute values of the starting shape of the split grammar. The attributes of the starting shape
control high-level aspects of the building design like the building
style or the age of the building, or its use. When creating a large
number of buildings, these attributes can be chosen automatically
following some given distributions (attributes may also be left unspeciÞed). Third, the user can modify the attribute values attached
to the grammar rules of the split and control grammars. This allows
Þne-grained control over certain aspects of the design for individual
buildings without requiring a change to the grammar itself.

4

Split grammars

This section describes the spatial grammar which forms the syntactic basis for our building model. We propose to use a threedimensional design grammar, which allows treating the design of a
whole building in a uniform framework, including its 3D structure.
The grammar described in this section determines the spatial layout
of a building.
The control process for both selecting designs from the design
space deÞned by the grammar and attaching semantic information
like materials and geometry to this design is described in section 5,
and the interpretation of these attributes in section 4.4.

4.1

Shape

Our approach draws from the work on shape grammars pioneered
by Stiny [1980a]. The appeal of shape as a formal concept is that
spatial relations and dependencies can be consistently encoded in
the grammar itself. Shape grammars are a powerful tool to express very general designs. However, the automatic application
of shape-grammar rules is difÞcult because of the frequent emergence of new shapes in the derivation process. A formalism that
is more amenable to computer implementation is the notion of set
grammars [Stiny 1982], which treat shapes as symbolic objects and
therefore do not require difÞcult sub-shape matching procedures.
The fundamental primitive manipulated by our grammar is a shape,
given in the following deÞnition (as in Stiny [1980a]):
DeÞnition 4.1 A shape is a limited arrangement of straight lines
in three-dimensional Euclidian space.
A line l = p1 , p2 is uniquely determined by two distinct points
p1 and p2 . Two lines are identical if their endpoints are identical,
and consequently, two shapes are identical if they contain the same
set of lines. Shapes can be attributed with a set of labeled points.
A labeled point p : A is a point p with a symbol A attached to it. A
labeled shape is denoted by s, P, where P is the set of its labeled
points. Furthermore, shapes can be parameterized by allowing coordinates of the endpoints of the containing lines to be variables.
The result of applying an assignment g to the variables in the parameterized shape s is denoted by g(s).

4.2

Grammars

Spatial design techniques require a more general concept of grammars than provided by common string grammars like context-free
grammars or L-systems. A general grammar can be deÞned over an
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Figure 5: The rules for a simple example split grammar. The white
areas (which contain symbols) represent the non-terminal shapes,
colored elements are the terminal shapes of the split grammar. The
start symbol is split into 4 façade elements, which are further split
into a window element, a keystone element and some wall elements
etc.
algebra of objects, U, +, −, F, ≤, closed under operations + and
− and a set of transformations F, so that if u and v are members
of U, then so are u + f (v) and u − f (v), where f is a member of
F. The notion that an object u “occurs” in v is generalized via the
match relation ≤, which should be deÞned such that u occurs in v
iff there is a transformation f ∈ F with f (u) ≤ v.
DeÞnition 4.2 A grammar G = (N, T, R, I) consists of the nonterminal vocabulary N ⊆ U, the terminal vocabulary T ⊆ U, a (set
of) initial object(s) I ⊆ N and a set of rewriting rules (productions)
R ⊆ UxU.
A rule a → b in a grammar with parameterized objects is applicable to u whenever there is a transform f ∈ F and a variable
assignment g such that f (g(a)) ≤ u, in which case, under rule application, the object v is produced, given by the expression
v = (u − f (g(a))) + f (g(b)).
Note that U is usually the closure of the sets N and T under the
operations + and f ∈ F. To illustrate what this deÞnition means in
terms of traditional string grammars, U would be the set of strings
in a given vocabulary N ∪ T , u + f (v) and u − f (v) would mean
insertion and deletion of a substring at a position designated by f ,
g would be the identity operation and ≤ would be the substring
relation.
Of particular interest are set grammars, deÞned in the following:
DeÞnition 4.3 A set grammar is a grammar over the vocabulary
B, where the algebra U is the power set of the deÞning set B, the
operations + and − are set union and set difference respectively,
the matching relation ≤ is the subset relation, and f (S) is the set
{ f (s)|s ∈ S} for a subset S ⊆ B.

4.3

Split grammar

Split grammars as introduced in this paper are a specialized type
of set grammar operating on shapes. Its suitability for the automatic modeling of buildings stems from the fact that restrictions
have been carefully chosen so as to strike a balance between the expressiveness of the grammar, i.e., the number of different designs it
permits, and its suitability for automatic rule selection. The objects
manipulated by the grammar are certain attributed, parameterized,
labeled shapes, which we call basic shapes.

Figure 6: This Þgure shows the result of the derivation of the grammar in Figure 5.
.
DeÞnition 4.4 A basic shape b is given by b = s, P,V , where s is
a simple shape centered on the origin, P is a set of three labeled
points deÞned by the intersection of the positive coordinate axes
with the (imaginary) faces of the shape, and V is a symbol from
a vocabulary N 1 with arbitrary attributes attached to it, where
a subset T ⊆ N forms terminal symbols. A simple shape in this
deÞnition is a shape that contains all lines deÞned by the edges of
a closed, convex 3D geometric object.
Basic shapes are simple building blocks of the grammar, e.g.,
cuboids, cylinders (made up of polygonal segments) or prisms.
Since basic shapes are deÞned in terms of simple geometric objects,
the volume of a basic shape and its boundary faces are understood
to refer to the volume and boundary faces of the deÞning geometric
object.
The vocabulary of a split grammar is the set B =
{ f (b)|b is a basic shape, f ∈ F} (note that f (b) =  f (s), f (P),V ).
The set of allowable transformations F will be the afÞne
transformations.
DeÞnition 4.5 A split is the decomposition of a basic shape into
shapes from the vocabulary B.
For example, a split replaces a cuboid with n × m × k cuboids,
arranged in a grid with parameterized splitting planes.
DeÞnition 4.6 A split grammar is a set grammar over the vocabulary B (deÞned by the basic shapes) where the following types of
rules are allowed:
• A (possibly context sensitive) split rule, i.e., a rule a → b
where a is a connected subset of B and b contains the same
elements as a except for one element, to which a split is applied.
• A (possibly context sensitive) conversion rule a → b, which
transforms one basic shape into another. a is a connected subset of B which contains one basic shape, and b contains the
same elements as a, except that the basic shape has been replaced by another. The only restriction is that the basic shape
in b has to be contained in the volume of the basic shape in a.
A set of shapes B ⊆ B derived in a split grammar is called a
building design if it contains only terminal shapes, i.e. elements
b ∈ B with an associated symbol V ∈ T .
Figure 5 gives examples for productions in a split grammar, with
the Þnal result in Figure 6. For illustration, a more complex example of a derivation can be found in Figure 11.
One notable difference between the split and the conversion rule
is that in a split rule, the elements in the sets a and b Þll the same
volume, whereas in a conversion rule, this is not necessarily the
1N

is usually the set of strings

case. For example, a cuboid could be replaced by a three-sided
prism in order to model a roof, leaving some space empty.
The derivation in a split grammar is deterministic in the sense
that the order in which the subshapes created by a split rule are
visited is Þxed in advance.

4.4
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Geometric interpretation

Although split grammars are inherently three dimensional, a building design derived in a split grammar only sets the syntactic and
spatial framework for the Þnal building. The geometry that is actually associated with each shape in the building design is determined by the attributes associated with the symbols in the shapes.
To better control the derivation process, each rule can have a set of
attributes as well. How these attributes are created, transformed and
used to guide the rule selection process is described in in section 5.
Note that when cuboids are the only basic shape available, the
building designs derived by the split grammar will be attributed hierarchical grids with arbitrary splitting planes at each subdivision
level.

5

Attribute propagation and rule selection

The previous section describes a mechanism to derive spatial layouts for buildings. However, nothing has been said so far about
how appearance information like material and texture is handled by
the system, nor about how a rule is chosen among several matching
rules.
Both questions are tightly related to the role of the attributes attached to grammar symbols. Attributes serve a dual purpose in our
approach:
1. Attributes are used to to encode and propagate material information at different granularities. An attribute might encode
low-level information such as a speciÞc color value for walls,
or a high-level design goal such as a preference about the style
of the building, which in turn would lead to a more speciÞc attribute speciÞcation later in the derivation.
2. Attributes are used to steer the derivation process by selecting
a speciÞc rule among a set of matching rules through an intricate attribute-matching process. This means that attributes
have an inßuence on the spatial design derived by the split
grammar, as well as on the control grammar (which will be be
discussed shortly).
We will Þrst deal with the question of how attributes are propagated and distributed spatially in the grammar.

5.1

Control grammar for attribute propagation

There are three ways that an attribute can be set in our framework.
The Þrst two are straightforward, namely setting the attributes of
the start symbol in the split grammar by hand (those attributes will
inßuence higher level design decisions), and simply copying attributes from the parent shape to all the generated shapes in a split
rule.
However, we also need a mechanism to distribute design decisions spatially in a way that corresponds to architectural principles.
For examples, the attributes of different ßoors of a building should
vary slightly (different window elements) or signiÞcantly (shops in
the Þrst ßoor), yet should be consistent within one ßoor. A similar
type of coherence can be found for the columns of a façade (see
Figure 3). Further, it is necessary to infer lower-level design decisions (like an exact color or a texture) from higher-level ones (like
a building style).

FACADE_CONTROL ::- DOOR_PATTERN, RANDOM_PATTERN,
RANDOM_PATTERN, RANDOM_PATTERN
RANDOM_PATTERN ::- CORNICE | BAND | BALCONY
| QUOIN | PILASTER
DOOR_PATTERN ::- DOOR | GARAGE
DOOR ::- <[0,1], door, 1> | <[0,2], door, 1>
| <[0,MAX], door, 1>
Figure 7: This Þgure shows an example using different scopes for
attribute modiÞcation, and below, some rules of the control grammar used in the example. Note that the conßict between the attributes door and balcony is resolved through attribute matching.

To handle this, we introduce a third way of assigning attributes:
the control grammar. The control grammar is a very simple attributed context-free grammar that is used to reÞne design decisions
and to distribute them spatially. The nonterminals of this grammar
are descriptive symbols (or strings, like “WOOD”). The terminals
of the grammar are attribute modiÞcation commands in the form
of tuples c, a, v, where c is a spatial locator (or scope) within a
split, a speciÞes an attribute name, and v speciÞes a value to assign
this attribute. The spatial locator c depends somewhat on the type of
split rule employed, but can usually be speciÞed by a row-, columnand layer number (for 3D splits), including special markers for all
rows, all columns, Þrst row, last row etc. (see Figure 7, where [i, j]
means row i and column j).
Where and when the control grammar is invoked is also determined by attributes. There is a special attribute for each shape that
can hold an arbitrary start symbol for the control grammar. When a
split is about to be carried out, this start symbol is used to derive a
list of tuples c, a, v in the control grammar. These are interpreted
as commands to Þll in the attribute values for the newly created
shapes, such that the attribute a is set to the value v for all shapes
matching the scope of the command, i.e. the spatial locator c. Some
rules from a control grammar are shown in Figure 7. The start symbol may also be empty, in which case the attributes are just copied
directly to the new shapes as explained above.
Note that the control grammar itself shares many of the attributes
with the split grammar, and the rule selection process in the control
grammar is exactly the same as in the split grammar, i.e., via the attribute matching method described hereafter. Also, the start symbol
for the control grammar in a shape can be (and frequently is) set by
a control grammar invoked in the parent shape.

5.2

1)

Attribute matching for rule selection

To model a wide variety of buildings, it is necessary that there is a
choice among several matching rules at most steps in the derivation
both in the split grammar and in the control grammar. For example,
the shape with the associated symbol WIN could match the rules
1-6 in Figure 8.
During automatic derivation in a grammar, selecting a rule
among several matching ones has to be done in such a way that
a) the derivation produces coherent, plausible results, b) the derivation provides sufÞcient variation in the modeled buildings, and c)
certain design criteria speciÞed by the user are met. While a grammar with a small set of rules (e.g., an L-system for one particular
type of tree [Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer 1991]) can be set up
so that all random selections of rules produce nice results, in general, the more rules that are added to a grammar, the more chaotic
the result will be, as depicted in Figure 2.
The approach chosen in our framework is to augment not only
grammar symbols with attributes, but also the grammar rules.
Whenever several matching rules are found at a particular step in
the derivation, the attributes speciÞed in the rules are compared to
the attributes associated with the current grammar symbol, and the
rule with the best match is selected. The attributes associated with
grammar rules are speciÞed during the design of the grammar. We
describe an approach which allows inßuencing the rule-selection
process in several ways. It is possible to exclude or include rules,
prioritize rules, or give preferences in the form of distributions etc.
We assume an attributed grammar symbol S associated with attributes a1,S , ...., an,S and a set R of attributed rules, where each rule
r ∈ R is associated with the same number of attributes a1,r , ...., an,r .
The aim is to Þnd the best match between the attributes of the symbol S and the rules r ∈ R. The attributes themselves consist of several components: For rule attributes ar = Ir , cr , this is an interval
Ir = [l, u], and a boolen containment ßag cr . Attributes of grammar
symbols have an additional prioritization factor f ≥ 0 and a speciÞcation of a statistical distribution SD, so that aS = IS , cS , f , SD.
Matching proceeds in two stages. First, a deterministic matching function MDV is used to create a set of candidate rules. This
function basically checks whether the intervals speciÞed in the rule
attributes and in the grammar symbol attributes overlap, and also allows to prioritize rules. If the resulting set contains more than one
rule, then a stochastic selection function selects a rule according to
the given statistical distributions.
More speciÞcally, the deterministic matching function accumulates the overlap tests from the individual attributes:
MDV (S, r) =

n

∑ mDV (ai,S , ai,r )

i=1

where mDV (ai,S , ai,r ) is the matching function for one speciÞc attribute. It is based on the evaluation of a logical predicate about the
intervals of the attributes, using the following evaluation function
for a predicate P:

0
if P is true
E(P) =
−∞ if P is false
Now, for attributes aS and ar , the deterministic matching function is calculated using the following formula:
/ ∧ (cS → Ir ⊆ IS ) ∧ (cr → IS ⊆ Ir ))
mDV (aS , ar ) = f + E((IS ∩ Ir = 0)
The net result of the deterministic matching function MDV (S, r)
is that a rule is only selected if for all attributes, the rule and symbol
attribute intervals overlap or—if the respective containment ßag cr
or cS is set—fulÞll the containment condition (see Figure 8). In this
case, the accumulated prioritization ßags are returned as a result.
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Figure 8: This Þgure shows a shape with the symbol WIN and six
rules which can be applied. Through the attribute matching function, the rules 4-6 are excluded. Attributes causing exclusion are
marked in red, default attributes in green (i.e., [−, +] is for [−∞, ∞]).
Usually, the interval IS for the symbol S is a non-degenerate interval, allowing a range of possible values for this attribute, while
the interval Ir for the rule is collapsed to a single value, specifying
speciÞc value of the attribute that this rule represents. The prioritization ßag f is usually set to 0, and most of the attributes for
symbols are initialized with the “don’t care” interval [−∞, ∞].
If more than one rule have the same maximum value MDV (S, r),
the system selects from those the rule with the highest stochastic
selection function, which accumulates stochastic values from the
different attributes:
n

MSV (S, r) = pr ∏ mSV (ai,S , ai,r )
i=1

The stochastic value for each attribute pair is calculated as
mSV (aS , ar ) = fSD (

ur − lr
),
2

i.e., the density function fSD of the distribution given by the symbol S, evaluated at the midpoint of the interval Ir given by the rule
r. However, the stochastic selection function also has to preserve
coherence during a derivation in the following sense: If, for one
symbol S the selection returns a rule r ∈ R, we require that for any
other symbol Sx during the derivation, the same rule is selected for
any subset of R that contains r if the relevant attributes are identical.
This could be achieved by maintaining a history of rule selections,
but a much simpler way is to precalculate one random value pr per
rule r. This precalculation is done once per building, and the random value is simply multiplied with the product of the individual
density values.
We illustrate some effects than can be achieved with these matching functions using the simple example in Figure 8 (where attributes
causing exclusion are marked with a circle):
Exclusion interval/value The interval of the attribute “simple” for
the symbol does not overlap with rule 4 (which speciÞes a single value), therefore mDV (simpleWIN , simpler5 ) = −∞ and
the rule is excluded (as is rule 5—both of these windows are
too complex).
Exclusion value/interval Another case where a rule is excluded if
the rule speciÞes an interval and the symbol a value. This is
typically used for geometric attributes such as width, height
and depth of a shape, which are automatically calculated for
the associated symbols. Rule 5 is excluded because it requires
a width x larger than the shape associated with the symbol
W IN provides.
Default values In the example, only the default interval [−∞, ∞] is
speciÞed for the attribute “wood” for all rules, therefore the
attribute does not change the selection.

Exclusion from default Some rules should only be applied if
speciÞcally requested, such as the blind window (a fake window which is used only as an ornament) in rule 6. By specifying the containment ßag cr = true, the interval for the symbol
needs to be contained in the interval for the rule, which is
never the case for the default interval [−∞, ∞] (as in the example for attribute “blind”).
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Results

We implemented the described grammar and created an example
database consisting of about 250 rules and 40 attributes. The grammar comprises 10 basic shapes, 3 out of which (cuboid, cylinder and
prism) have split rules deÞned. The rules were modeled according
to several different resources, mainly [Mitchell 1990], [Moser et al.
1985] and our own analysis of architecture in several American and
European cities including London, Paris, Atlanta and Vienna. The
creation of the rule database took about 2 weeks, but note that all
the building designs in this paper were generated from the same set
of rules. This means that once the rule database was set up, only
high-level attributes were changed in order to derive the different
example buildings seen in the Þgures. The control grammar was
set up to steer the derivation so that only architectonically plausible
building designs were derived. Most buildings have between 1000
and 100,000 polygons, and the creation of a building takes roughly
one to three seconds on an Intel Pentium 4 with 2 GHz. Also note
that all snapshots were taken from interactive rendering in a realtime rendering engine.
Currently, we use two types of prototype user interfaces for modeling: The Þrst user interface is the GIS system ArcView, where
buildings are stored as footprints with attributes. Our software reads
ArcView Þles and uses each individual building footprint together
with its attributes to start a derivation of the grammar (the last scene
in the video was generated with this approach). The second user
interface is a command line interface, where attributes of an initial shape can be set with commands (e.g. wall material=15,
shop=1 etc.). Some of these attributes are shown in the video as
white text overlay.
The attributes in the example database allow the user to specify
several aspects of the design and appearance of a building. An important classiÞcation of buildings is according to the vertical or horizontal emphasis of the design [Moser et al. 1985] (see Figure 10).
Some attributes can be used to specify the symmetry of the building, select a general level of complexity of the façade and specify
the building style. Additionally, several attributes can be used to
select or exclude speciÞc elements or colors.
Another example shows the power of split grammars when designing buildings of a more complex 3D structure (see Figure 9).
Some of the different possible 3D designs we tried include a family house with non-trivial ßoorplan, a tower built with a cylindrical
split rule, and a modern ofÞce building with a complex volumetric
3D structure.
Our method also lends itself to an iterative approach to designing
buildings. In Figure 10, more and more design goals have been
speciÞed from left to right. In Figure 11, we show the derivation of
a simple building in a given split grammar.
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Discussion

This section discusses various design aspects of the framework and
details its main contributions to the Þeld of computer graphics.
Architecture for computer graphics. There is an emergent interest for procedural architectural modeling in computer graphics and
related Þelds. Parish and Müller [2001] have only recently used

parametric L-systems to model buildings in a huge urban environment. While their approach aims at quickly generating a large number of simple, yet diverse buildings, the focus of this work lies on
producing complex geometric representations of individual buildings, which requires a different approach.
Shape as the basis for modeling. Shape grammars have been
used in architecture to describe and also create building designs.
Even though they are not suitable for automatic and semi-automatic
modeling, we believe that the concept of shape is essential for describing architectural design problems, because it opens the Þeld
for formal design principles (like split grammars as presented in
this paper) to be applied to 3D modeling tasks.
Flexibility. Once a basic building grammar has been created, the
user is free to introduce any additional data in the form of attributes
or rules in order to guide the derivation, making design an iterative
process (see Figure 10). Sometimes it is desirable to create a number of more or less random buildings, and sometimes, a particular
building design needs to be achieved. Both approaches are possible
in our framework or can be blended, within the requirements of an
urban planning application. Note also that although the database
of 250 rules used for this paper already provides a signiÞcant variety of building designs, a real-world urban planning application
will likely require a still larger number of rules (probably in the
order of 2000 to 3000). Also, while the system can be useful for
a wide range of architectural styles, starting (in a historic classiÞcation) from pyramids, Greek and Roman temples, up to modern
American skyscrapers and works from modern architects like the
New York Five, there are limitations in the complexity of architectural details the system can handle. This includes complex details
(e.g., Corinthian capitals in Greek temples), which should be created in a separate modeling package and used as terminal shapes
in the grammar, and complex conÞgurations such as for example
Gothic windows.
Complexity and usability of the system. Grammars such as a
split grammar can be extended by users of the system, usually in a
graphical editor, whereas a parametric or hard-coded system would
require a rewrite of the underlying framework. However, due to
the complexity inherent in architecture, modifying the rules of the
grammar is by no means trivial, and requires a certain familiarity
with the split-grammar approach. We envision that a speciÞc split
grammar will be created by a designer in collaboration with an architect, and that other users of the system will mainly modify the
attributes of the given rules and the parameters of the grammar.
Automatic derivation and variation. Our grammar-based approach can mimic a parametric system because of the ßexible attribute matching system. The modeling process could then be split
into creating the grammar and its attributes, and modifying the attributes to get the desired results within a given design space. The
last step can also be carried out by less experienced users of the
system, since the derivation in the grammar is fully automatic. It
has to be noted that even when a number of parameters is Þxed in
order to achieve certain design goals, our framework is still capable
of producing a large number of varying designs according to these
parameters through the stochastic rule selection process.
Growth Control. We found that a signiÞcant problem with most
design grammars that allow automatic derivation (most notably, Lsystems) is that it is difÞcult to prevent objects from growing into
each other. This might be hardly noticeable for tree generation, but
in architectural modeling it is not tolerable. Another consequence
is that local decisions in such grammars may have global impact,
which makes it difÞcult to construct a grammar to obtain a certain
goal. The split-grammar formalism presented in this paper has been
created to deal with exactly this problem, where shapes created in a
rule are always required to be contained in their parent shapes.
Rule selection. To our knowledge, this is the Þrst paper to address the problem of rule selection for grammars with large rule

databases. This is important because for larger rule databases, it
becomes increasingly unlikely that all designs derived in the grammar make sense. Through the control grammar and the attribute
matching system, such designs can be weeded out at an early stage,
and a number of design goals can steer the derivation process in the
presence of multiple matching rules.
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Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have presented a framework for the automatic modeling of architecture, and demonstrated its applicability by using it
to create buildings in several different building styles. The system
offers great ßexibility in the amount of control to be exerted on the
design process. High-level design choices can be made through a
number of simple attributes, but it is also possible to inßuence lowlevel design decisions by manipulating the grammar itself, either
by modifying rule attributes or by creating new design rules. The
system therefore adapts to the data that is available, one of the most
important requirements in any architectural modeling approach.
Our future work on the application side includes the design of
an interactive editor for larger environments and a reconstruction of
a major American city. Further, we aim at the synthesis of modern architecture—as for example in the style of the American architect Richard Meier—using a shape grammar developed by our
collaborators in the department of architecture as a starting point.
We are also currently evaluating additional types of rules which
can further enhance the expressiveness of the grammar. For example, a merge rule could be used to merge adjacent shapes of the
same dimension—however, care has to be taken not to unnecessarily complicate the grammar. We see the most potential for future
enhancements in the use of images as training data for creating and
improving the grammar.
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Figure 9: Some examples demonstrating the variety of buildings that can be modeled using the approach presented in the paper. Left: A
family home. Note the principle of vertical and horizontal coherence in the ornamentation , and the three-dimensional nature of the ßoor plan
and the façades. Middle: Example for a cylindrical split. Right: Split grammars are powerful enough to describe buildings with non-trivial
volumetric arrangements.

Figure 10: This Þgure shows the principle of iterative reÞnement in design. The left building does not have any speciÞc attributes, the
middle building has the attribute “shop” and “color variation” applied, and the rightmost building has—in addition to the ones for the middle
building—attributes for vertical emphasis on the Þrst and last column and horizontal emphasis on the second and third ßoor.

Figure 11: A sample derivation in our grammar; individual steps in the derivation are coded in gray levels.

